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CANNONAU DI SARDEGNA DOC - NEPENTE DI OLIENA - ROSATO

From our vineyards located on a wide valley at the feet of mountain Corrasi, among
intense cultivation of olive groves and almonds, we produce this elegant rose wine
with strong floral aromas and a finish of dried fruit. Perfect in pairing with superb
Sardinian local productions.

Appellation: Cannonau di Sardegna DOC Nepente di Oliena.
Type of wine: Still Rosé.
Varietal composition: 100%.Cannonau
Vineyards: About 15 years old, spurred cordon system, organic growing
Yield: 5.0-6.0 tons/ha
Soil: Decomposed granite soil
Harvest: Manual harvest in crates
Vinification: The first-run must is left in contact with the skins for about 12 hours then it
is sent to fermentation at low temperature
Appearance: Intense cherry red colour with light shades of pink
Nose: The bouquet has floral notes of rose and fruity notes of cherry
Taste: Wine of considerable freshness, sapid and harmonious
Alcoholic content: 13% Vol.
Serving temperature: Excellent if served at 10/12 °C.
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OLIENA AND THE “NEPENTE” WINE.
In Oliena, small town in the province of Nuoro ( Sardinia) we have had news about winemaking since
1500. At that time the Franciscans planted 10.000 vines of Cannonau, that here is also called Nepente,
from the greek words “Ne”=no and “Penthos”=sadness, so literally no sadness.
It was the famous Italian poet Gabriele D’Annunzio the one who gave the Cannonau of Oliena this
special name, during one visit in town when he had the pleasure to taste it.
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